Festival Les Indignés,
regards cinématographiques sur un mouvement de révolte
Give us your vision of the Occupy movement and share it with us in a short
film!
As a part of the festival Les Indignés, regards cinématographiques sur un mouvement de
révolte, the association Artefice is launching a call for entries of short films for students of
film schools and universities, from the countries where the Occupy movement is active (in
Europe and in other parts of the world). In this context of crisis and with the Occupy
movement spreading around the world, the aim of this call for entries is to select works of
art that give an artistic point of view on this politically and socially important topic and to
show the diversity within the movements. The shorts will be shown during the festival in
September 2012 in Paris and will give the public the opportunity to have a better
understanding of the protest movement, as well as to discover the different aspects of the
movement. After the festival, the shorts are to be shown in other countries were the Occupy
movement is active.
To qualify, following guidelines should be respected:
All types: documentary, fiction, animation etc.
Length: up to 15 min (credits included)
Shooting format: all shooting formats are accepted
Viewing format for the jury: DVD (multi-zone)
Language: the shorts can be made in your local language but in these cases must include
sub-titles in French.
The application is free and aimed at students and young professionals.

Applications should be completed before 30

June 2012

It should include a DVD copy of the short, the signed application form and the
signed regulation and be sent to the following address:
Association Artefice
27, rue de la Mare
75020 Paris (FRANCE)
If you want to apply please send us an email to association.artefice@gmail.com to let us
know. The application form and the rules will be sent to you by email if requested or can be
downloaded on our website: www.festivallesindignes.wordpress.com. All participants will be
informed of the final choice of the jury July or August 2012.
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